Hurricane Michael Relief

The Farmer Fund exists to support farmers in the face of natural disaster and help keep farmers farming. We serve the farmers that feed the state of Georgia primarily through farmers markets, CSAs and restaurant sales.

We aim to help rebuild farms after natural disasters so that farmers can continue to serve our community.

We grant emergency relief funds to mitigate situations such as: crop losses due to extreme weather, loss of equipment or greenhouses in fire or heavy snow, and protecting livestock.

If you would like to learn more, contact Director of Farmer Services Michael Wall at Michael@georgiaorganics.org or 404.481.5010 or visit thefarmerfund.org.

Eligibility:

- Established Georgia farms selling through market, CSA, wholesale outlets, or restaurants
- Current member of Georgia Organics
- Can only fund damages to farm infrastructure and crops due to sudden natural disasters
- Farms must be in Georgia and be feeding Georgians via markets, CSA, distributor, and restaurants
- We will match funds raised up to $2000 or award $1000 that does not require a match